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2
Carbon release rates from anthropogenic sources reached a record high of

∼10 Pg C yr−1 in 2014. Geologic analogues from past transient climate changes
could provide invaluable constraints on the response of the climate system to
such perturbations, but only if the associated carbon release rates can be reliably
reconstructed. The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) is currently
known to have the highest carbon release rates of the past 66 million years, but
robust estimates of the initial rate and onset duration are hindered by uncertainties
in age models. Here we introduce a method to extract rates of change from a
sedimentary record based on the relative timing of climate and carbon cycle
changes, without the need for an age model. We apply this method to stable carbon
and oxygen isotope records from the New Jersey Shelf using time-series analysis
and carbon cycle–climate modeling. We calculate that the initial carbon release
during the onset of the PETM occurred over at least 4,000 years. This constrains
the maximum sustained PETM carbon release rate to less than 1.1 Pg C yr−1 . We
conclude that, given currently available records, the present anthropogenic carbon
release rate is unprecedented during the past 66 million years. We suggest that
such a ’no-analogue’ state represents a fundamental challenge in constraining
future climate projections. Also, future ecosystem disruptions will likely exceed
the relatively limited extinctions observed at the PETM.
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As rapid reductions in anthropogenic carbon emissions 1 appear increasingly
unlikely in the near future, forecasting the Earth system’s response to ever-increasing
emission rates has become a high priority focus of climate research. Because climate
model simulations and projections have large uncertainties – often due to the
uncertain strength of feedbacks 2 – geologic analogues from past climate events are
invaluable in understanding the impacts of massive carbon release on the Earth
system 3,4 . The fastest known, massive carbon release throughout the Cenozoic (past
66 Myr) occurred at the onset of the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (∼56 Myr
ago) 5–9 . The PETM was associated with a ∼5 K surface temperature warming and
an estimated total carbon release somewhere between current assessments of fossil
fuel reserves (1000−2000 Pg C) and resources (∼3,000−13,500 Pg C) 10,11 . While the
PETM is widely considered the best analogue for present/future carbon release, the
time scale of its onset and hence the initial carbon release rate have hitherto remained
largely unconstrained. Determining the release rate is critical, however, if we are
to draw future inferences from observed climate, ecosystem, and ocean chemistry
changes during the PETM 3,7,8,12,13 . If anthropogenic emissions rates have no analogue
in Earth’s recent history, then unforeseeable future responses of the climate system
are possible.
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Extracting rates without an age model
Carbon and oxygen isotope records (δ13 C, δ18 O) of the PETM exist for various
marine sections spanning pelagic to shallow marine depositional environments.
Pelagic records have robust stratigraphic control, but given relatively slow
sedimentation rates and carbonate dissolution, lack the fidelity required to assess
the rate of the carbon isotope excursion (CIE) onset 14,15 . The most expanded marine
records are found in shelf siliciclastic settings where sedimentation rates are as much
as 10× higher and the effects of carbonate dissolution are minimal 16 . Despite the
lack of accurate stratigraphic age control, these records have the greatest potential to
resolve the relative phasing between carbon cycle and climate changes.
Our advance here is to recognize that an age model is not strictly necessary
in order to extract rates of change from the geological record. Critically, while
δ13 C tracks the timing of the carbon release, δ18 O tracks the climate response to
CO2 and other forcings. The climate response is not instantaneous but shows a
characteristic temporal delay depending on the climate system’s thermal inertia 17–19 .
For instance, the rate at which Earth’s surface temperature approaches a new
equilibrium critically depends on the ocean’s heat uptake efficiency. While the initial
few % of the response may be achieved within decades, the final few % can take up
to millennia. Thus, the absence of a detectable lag between δ13 C and δ18 O in any
high fidelity record spanning the PETM onset requires that the onset occurred slower
than some threshold. Otherwise, if say, the carbon release was very rapid, δ18 O
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would substantially lag behind δ13 C. The threshold can be determined as a function
of the characteristic response time of the climate system and the specific nature of
the isotope records and their associated uncertainty (’noise’), as detailed below. We
emphasize that our approach is by no means restricted to the PETM onset but may
be applied to other past climate perturbations, given high-resolution isotope records
and a proper time scale of climate-carbon cycle changes.
Several possible candidate records with high sedimentation rates exist from
the subsiding continental margin of the US east coast 16,20,21 (Fig. 1). However,
currently only one section, from Millville, NJ, has cm-resolution bulk isotope
records (foraminiferal isotopes at lower resolution) 22 , potentially offering the highest
fidelity recording of the onset 23,24 (Fig. 2). Although we use isotope records of bulk
carbonate below that may have an unknown diagenetic overprint (see Supplementary
Information), we argue that the relative sense and timing of change between δ13 C and
δ18 O during the PETM onset has been retained. Indeed, both the ∼3h CIE across the
onset and the concomitant ∼1h δ18 O-drop at Millville (indicating ∼5 K warming)
are consistent with most other pelagic sequences 9 and foraminifer isotope data from
nearby sections at Bass River 20 and Wilson Lake 21,25 (Fig. 1). Most importantly, the
Millville bulk isotope records are consistent with data from planktonic foraminifera
at the same site 22 , which lends confidence in our approach as foraminifera are
considered robust recorders of changes in δ13 C and δ18 O. For further discussion
of the Millville records, including spectral analysis, bioturbation, couplets, and
contamination, see Supplementary Information. We emphasize that the resolution of
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other PETM sections across the onset (including at Bass River and Wilson Lake) is
currently insufficient to determine leads and lags between δ13 C and δ18 O. We hence
use the Millville record as the target for our approach and derive an estimate for the
maximum rate of carbon release across the PETM onset.
First, we determine possible δ13 C-δ18 O leads/lags in the Millville records
(depth-domain). Then we simulate carbon release (δ13 C) and climate response
(≃ δ18 O) using carbon cycle/climate models, while varying the carbon release time.
The fastest possible release that still yields leads/lags consistent with the data will
provide the minimum time interval for the PETM onset.

Leads and lags
We determined potential leads/lags between the δ13 C and δ18 O Millville records
for the non-stationary- and (transformed) stationary time series (Fig. 2). For the
former, we focus on obvious leads/lags at the onset’s start- and endpoint. The gap at
z = 0.41−0.46 m (%CaCO3 <0.1%) prevents any lead/lag determination at the onset’s
endpoint. Zooming in on the start, δ13 C appears to lead δ18 O by one sample step in
the depth-domain (∆k = +1, Fig. 2d, arrows). However, considering the immediate
pre-onset variability, onset δ13 C and δ18 O values only exceed the minimum pre-onset
values at three and one samples above the apparent onset, respectively, indicating
a δ13 C-lag by one sample step (∆k = −1, Fig. 2d, circles). Five-point running mean
curves (compared to maximum pre-onset values) would also indicate a slight δ13 C-lag
relative to δ18 O. Altogether, we take ∆k = ±2 as an estimated upper limit for possible
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leads/lags between the non-stationary time series.
We also determined possible systematic leads/lags across the full records using
time-series analysis. The raw data series (X = δ13 C, Y = δ18 O) are non-stationary and
inadequate for determining leads/lags based on autocorrelation function (ACF) and
cross-correlation function (CCF) 26,27 . Thus, we use first-order differencing:
x i = Xi + 1 − Xi ;

yi = Yi+1 − Yi .

(1)

The ACFs of the differenced series (Fig. 2) are similar to white-noise ACFs, except
for significant negative correlations (95% level) at ∆k = ±1, ±2, which can lead to
spurious correlations in the CCF 26–28 .
Indeed, CCFxy shows a significant negative correlation at ∆k = +1, which
however disappears after prewhitening (series x ′ , y′ , Supplementary Information).
The single large peak in CCFx′ y′ at ∆k = 0 indicates a contemporaneous relationship.
The correlation at ∆k = −6 is barely significant and, in fact, 5 out of 100 (or 1/20)
’significant’ correlations are expected at the 95% confidence level even if the series
are truly random. Moreover, the correlation is negative, which is not relevant for a
potential causal relationship between δ13 C and δ18 O (or vice versa) during carbon
release and warming. Such a relationship requires a positive correlation, i.e. deviations
towards lighter values in both records. Thus, within the limits of the data resolution
(average ∆z), we find a significant contemporaneous correlation (∆k = 0) but can
not detect any significant leads/lags between the stationary series (full records). The
same holds true for the stationary sub-series that only cover the onset or parts of
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it (Supplementary Information). We conclude from the combined stationary and
non-stationary analyses that |∆k | ≤ 2 for possible leads/lags between the Millville
δ13 C and δ18 O records.

Carbon cycle–climate modeling
The maximum lead/lag derived from the data records (τdat ) provides a strong
constraint for the carbon cycle/climate models in determining the minimum onset
interval. Given a total carbon input and a model release time, the simulated lag (τmod )
between surface temperature (≃ δ18 O) and δ13 C must not exceed τdat (time-domain)
at lag = max |∆k | × ∆z in the depth-domain:
τmod ≤ τdat

=

max |∆k| ∆z/rsed ,

(2)

where ∆z = 0.234 cm is the average sampling resolution across the onset and
max |∆k | = 2 (see above). Furthermore, rsed = zin /tin (to be determined) represents
an average sedimentation rate, where zin = 24.8 cm is the onset interval in the
Millville core (Fig. 2a) and tin is the model release time. Importantly, rsed (t) does
not need to be constant for our approach (see Supplementary Information). The
final calculated rsed ≃ 6 cm kyr−1 during the onset (see below) is consistent with
foraminifer accumulation rates 24 and falls between rates within the basal PETM
section at Bass River 21 (2.8 cm kyr−1 ) and average PETM rates at Wilson Lake/Bass
River 21 (10 − 20 cm kyr−1 ).
Although τdat is not known a priori without a robust age model, we can
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quantify τmod (and hence constrain the minimum value of τdat , Eq. (2)) using
the carbon cycle/climate models GENIE 12 and LOSCAR 29,30 (Fig. 3). Note that
lead-lag determination using cross-correlation is unsuitable for the model output.
Model leads/lags were directly determined from the normalized response (see
Supplementary Information). In addition to global mean sea-surface temperature
(SST) and δ13 C, we analyzed GENIE’s grid-point output on the North-West Atlantic
shelf (NWA-shelf, corresponding to Millville’s paleo-location, see Supplementary
Information). For instance, at 3,000 Pg C (varied below) released over 2,000 yr,
the SST response (∆T) lags substantially behind model-δ13 C (τmod ≃ 135 yr,
see Supplementary Information). In contrast, Eq. (2) gives τdat of only 38 yr at
tin = 2, 000 yr. At 3,000 Pg C input, GENIE’s τmod on the NWA-shelf only approaches
τdat for input times ≳ 4, 000 yr (Figs. 3,4).
To evaluate the sensitivity of the calculated minimum onset interval to critical
parameters, we varied the model release time, release pattern, total carbon input
(2000, 3000, 4500 Pg C), climate sensitivity, initial (pre-event) pCO2 (Fig. 4), and
atmospheric vs. deep-ocean carbon injection (Supplementary Information). (Note
that for long release times, τmod reverses sign, i.e. SST starts leading δ13 C, see
Supplementary Information.) Also, simulated δ13 C leads the model climate response
at the onset’s start because the models are forced by carbon input. In reality,
temperature may have led carbon input initially 5,31 , although the data do not
support any significant δ18 O-lead at the start (Fig. 2d). Nevertheless, we consider
this potential bias when determining model time lags (Supplementary Information).
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GENIE’s NWA-shelf response indeed represents the shortest τmod of all scenarios
tested. The intercept of the shortest τmod and τdat yields the minimum onset interval
consistent with the data, namely ∼4,000 yr (Fig. 4).

Data uncertainties and implications
Our analysis yields an average sedimentation rate of 6.2 cm kyr−1 at tin = 4, 000 y
and thus an average sampling resolution of ∼40 years at Millville. Hence we cannot
rule out brief pulses of carbon input above average rates on time scales ≲ 40 yr (a
similar limitation arises from time-averaging of the primary signal in sediments).
However, if such pulses occurred, their contribution to the maximum sustained
rate must have been small. Otherwise, δ13 C would show large, rapid step-like
drops following such pulses, which is not the case (Fig. 2a). Our results do not
support a 2-step carbon release 32 for which the effect of bioturbation and mixing
with our estimated sedimentation rate at Millville would only damp, not obliterate,
a prominent δ13 C reversal midway through the onset. We note that a previous study
determined leads/lags between climatic/biotic events at one PETM site 33 . However,
the data and model results were not used to constrain the time interval of the onset.
Most importantly, the simulation assumed instantaneous carbon release – unsuitable
for our approach.
We also consider that the end of the onset interval at Millville could be located
within the gap at z = 0.41−0.46 m (%CaCO3 <0.1%, Fig. 2). If the onset-end occurred
at 0.46 m (20% larger zin for a given tin ), the average sedimentation rate would be
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higher and τdat smaller (Eq. (2)). For a smaller τdat , the intercept with τmod occurs later
(Fig. 4), which would give a longer duration for the calculated onset interval. While
it is unlikely that zin was initially smaller and subsequently smoothed/expanded by
say bioturbation (Supplementary Information), we also illustrate the effect of a 20%
smaller zin on τdat (Fig. 4).
The initial carbon release during the PETM onset thus occurred over at least
4,000 yr. Using estimates of 2,500-4,500 Pg C for the initial carbon release, the
maximum sustained PETM carbon release rate was therefore 0.6-1.1 Pg C yr−1 . Given
currently available paleorecords, we conclude that the present anthropogenic carbon
release rate (∼10 Pg C yr−1 ) is unprecedented during the Cenozoic (past 66 Myr).
Possible known consequences of the rapid man-made carbon emissions have been
extensively discussed elsewhere 2,30,34,35 . Regarding impacts on ecosystems, the
present/future rate of climate change and ocean acidification 12,36,37 is too fast for
many species to adapt 38 , likely resulting in widespread future extinctions in marine
and terrestrial environments that will substantially exceed those at the PETM 13 .
Given that the current rate of carbon release is unprecedented throughout the
Cenozoic, we have effectively entered an era of no-analogue state, which represents a
fundamental challenge to constraining future climate projections.

Code availability. The C code for the LOSCAR model can be obtained from the author (R.E.Z.)
upon request (loscar.model@gmail.com).
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Figure 1.

Selected stable isotope records from NJ margin sections across the PETM

onset 16,20,21,23 . (a) Carbon (δ13 C) and (b) oxygen (δ18 O) isotopes plotted vs. position in core
(the z = 0 m alignment is arbitrary). Also, in the depth-domain, the length of the onset interval
cannot be compared between locations because of different sedimentation rates. Subb. =
species of Subbotina (planktonic foraminifer). Open (filled) diamonds indicate all (mean) Subb.
values. Note that the Millville bulk isotope records are consistent with data from planktonic
foraminifera at the same site 22 .

Figure 2. Millville PETM records and time-series analysis. (a) Bulk stable carbon and
oxygen isotopes (X = δ13 C, Y = δ18 O). Time runs to the right (oldest sample was assigned
depth z = 0 m). (b) First-order differenced time series (x, y) and prewhitened (filtered) series
(x ′ , y′ ), see text. (c) Leads/lags based on autocorrelation function (ACF) and cross-correlation
√
function (CCF). Dashed horizontal lines: 95% confidence interval (∼ ±2/ N ≃ 0.12).
After prewhitening, CCFx′ y′ (gray squares) only shows significant correlation at ∆k = 0
(contemporaneous) and at ∆k = −6 (see text). (d) Leads/lags between Millville δ13 C (red) and
δ18 O (blue) at the start of the PETM onset. Arrows: apparent start based on superficial visual
inspection. Gray bars: range of pre-onset variability. Circles: first onset samples exceeding
pre-onset variability. Dashed lines: 5-point running means.
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Figure 3. Examples of model time lags (τmod ) as a function of model release time (tin ).
τdat = 2∆z/rsed indicates the maximum lead/lag allowed by the time-series analysis of
the data records (see text). Note different time axes. All records and model output are
normalized to %response. Simulated δ13 C leads the model climate response at the onset’s
start because the models are forced by carbon input. In reality, temperature may have led
carbon input initially 5,31 , although the data do not support any significant δ18 O-lead at the
start (Fig. 2d). Nevertheless, to avoid potential model bias during the initial onset phase, we
determine τmod as an average model lag, omitting the initial 40% of the normalized response
(see Supplementary Information). Scenario (a) is not feasible as τmod substantially exceeds
τdat . Note that τdat is not to be determined from the raw (non-stationary) data records but
from the first-order differenced and prewhitened time series using cross-correlation (see text
and Supplementary Information).

Figure 4.

Determining the minimum release time.

Maximum lead/lag is based on

data records (τdat ) and model time lag (τmod ) calculated using carbon cycle/climate models
GENIE 12 and LOSCAR 29,30 , see text. The intercept of the shortest τmod and τdat yields the
minimum onset interval consistent with the data (∼4,000 yr, arrow). The dashed purple lines
illustrate potential uncertainties in τdat from variations in the onset length in the Millville
core (zin ±20%, though see text and Supplementary Information). Standard model runs use
3000 Pg C carbon input and climate sensitivity S2× = 3 K per CO2 doubling. Sensitivity
of τmod was tested by varying the model release time (horizontal axis), total carbon input
(open symbols: 2000, 3000, and 4500 Pg C), carbon release patterns (Rate: Up, Down, Noise),
climate sensitivity (S2× ), initial (pre-event) pCO2 (750−1000 ppmv), and atmospheric vs.
deep-ocean carbon injection (see Supplementary Information). NW Atl shelf = GENIE gridpoint output on the North-West Atlantic shelf corresponding to Millville’s paleo-location (see
Supplementary Information).
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